Pauley probes role as anchorwoman

By MARGARET FOSMOE
Saint Mary's News Editor

While she represents the "third wave" of women in television newscasting, the real fight for equality of the sexes on network news has just begun, according to NBC "Today" correspondent Jane Pauley.

"We didn't have to break our way into TV. We were hired for reasons, however base or noble," she told an enthusiastic crowd at the Center for Continuing Education Friday night.

Pauley's speech, "A 'Today' Retrospect: From J. Fred Muggs to Me," was the fourth in Notre Dame's "Distinguished American Women" series, celebrating a decade of co-education at the University.

"I was very pregnant, but I was the last," she said. "I took off my apron, put on a skirt, and went on the air." She went on to discuss the progress women had made in broadcasting during the past 10 years.

With NBC "Today Show Girls" as anchorwoman, Pauley discussed the programs she and her predecessors experienced in becoming more than just "Today Show Girls". She then opened the forum to questions.

Characterizing herself as "not a pioneer by any means," she cited Nancy Dickerson, Marlene Sanders, and Barbara Walters as the "first wave" of women in broadcasting.

The 34th "Today Show Girl" in the 30-year history of the broadcast, Pauley admitted "I'm not naive, I'm not the exception." She went on to discuss the progress women had made in television newscasting.

"What do you see as the 'third wave'? What do you think is ahead for women in this field?"

The third wave will be competing with men on an utterly equal basis. We are not, now, to a degree, that first wave of women had to fight their way in and had to fight their way to stay there. The legal aspects of abortion, some members of the local Right to Life group, some of the Notre Dame's "Respect Life Week," was the fourth in Notre Dame's "Distinct­

Film series

The departure of Parsons from "Today" was followed by a rapid series of replacements, including a chimpanzee (J. Fred Muggs), and Maureen O'Sullivan, who once described network news as "no place for a woman."

Barbara Walters was the first woman to distinguish herself as a reporter and work her way up to "co-host" on "Today," according to Pauley. Walters "broke the sound barrier when she left NBC."

Pauley's speech, "A 'Today' Retrospective: From J. Fred Muggs to Me," was the fourth in Notre Dame's "Distinct­

Power blackout hits parts of North Quad

By MARK BAUMEL and BOB VONDERHEIDE
News Staff

Electric power to nine campus buildings on the North Quad failed early yesterday. By varying length, power remained off for at least four and a half hours.

There was a fault in the electric cable line between Lewis Hall and Browne, somewhere between man­holes in the fields of the old Phillips Laboratories. John DeLee said, "We had to trace the fault and bypass it."

Power went off at 1:07 p.m. in the Administration Center, the student infirmary, and the campus newspaper building.

More than 20 people were in the Administration Center, the administrative center, the student infirmary, and the campus newspaper building.

The power was restored to most buildings by 6:30 p.m. according to Lewis Hall and Browne, somewhere between man­holes in the fields of the old Phillips Laboratories. John DeLee said, "We had to trace the fault and bypass it."

Power went off at 1:07 p.m. in the Administration Center, the student infirmary, and the campus newspaper building.

More than 20 people were in the Administration Center, the student infirmary, and the campus newspaper building.
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Argentina seizes Falkland Islands

Argentina's foreign minister Nicanor Costa Mendez will address the United Nations Security Council tomorrow, expressing his government's determination to restore the Falkland Islands to its control.

The Argentine foreign minister said that Argentina will take all necessary steps to reclaim the islands and that Argentina will continue its efforts to ensure that the islands are free of military personnel and facilities.

The senior United States State Department official, who asked not to be identified, said the United States does not want to be forced to take sides between its NATO ally and a friendly nation in the Southern Hemisphere at the expense of a friendly nation in another region.

The United States official said that Argentina withdraws its forces from the South Atlantic archipelago. Great Britain claims sovereignty over the islands and has readied a 40-boat flotilla to sail to the islands and reclaim them.

The State Department officials, who also asked not to be identified, said the United States does not want to be forced to take sides between its NATO ally and a friendly nation in the Southern Hemisphere at the expense of a friendly nation in another region.
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The State Department officials, who also asked not to be identified, said the United States does not want to be forced to take sides between its NATO ally and a friend...
Library to become College Center

By MARY ANN POTTER
News Staff

The old Saint Mary's library will be converted to a "College Center" in all but plenty of social space, multimodal media, exhibition space, and the bookstore on the first floor.

That's the word from the 1983 Saint Mary's Board of Governors that met for the first time last night and also discussed parietals, awareness of educational system, ETS provides for students to improve their scores on an amazing test "coach" is no Betty Crocker, and he showed up on campus last weekend proving that his name is more than just a trademark.

"The educational system," said Kaplan, "depends only on coaching" and students enrolling in his stand­

The Notre Dame chapter of the Epsilon Delta Region II Con­vention held April 1-3 for regional premedical students. The next Board of Governance meeting will be April 25 and all are welcome to attend.

Pre-med convention
Kaplan says tests coachable

By BOB VONDERHEIDE
Associate News Editor

Stanley H. Kaplan, nationally famous standardized test "coach" is no Betty Crocker, and he showed up on campus last weekend proving that his name is more than just a trademark.

"The educational system," said Kaplan, "depends only on coaching" and students enrolling in his stand­

The Educational Testing Service, however, has long maintained that such "coaching" schools do very little impact on test scores especially for students who have done well in school all along. The information package ETS provides for students taking the MCAT states that school, Kaplan's offer "no advantage."

But in 1979 the Federal Trade Commission, investigating possible consumer fraud, concluded that on the contrary, such coaching schools can have dramatic results.

The news reporters meeting scheduled for Tuesday at 6:30 pm has been postponed until April 13.

Godfather's Pizza.

ROSELAN, 277-5880

DELIVERING TO NOTRE DAME AND SAIN'T BARTY'S

Medium -pepperoni -sausage
Or combo

For Coke Cal's Ultra in a Mod. Pizza. 2 liters in Large Pizza.
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same would hold true - to a more humble degree - with myself. If I wasn't capable of handling news assignments, I would be an embarrassment.

The fact that I also have some abilities as a quasi-performer only enhances my job. I work on commercial television. We aren't there broadcasting to a black hole. We do aspire to an ever-larger audience; to an audience larger than our competition. If we can do it honorably, and successfully, then all the better.

Q: Dan Rather reportedly signed an $8 million contract last year. Do you think any anchor is worth that much money?

No, but - and I'm sure if Dan Rather was here he'd say 'no, but' and so would Tom Brokaw, who's probably making that much or more - they are worth what the marketplace says they're worth. In Tom Brokaw's case, specifically, what determined his salary was almost an auction situation. All three networks were literally bidding for Tom Brokaw's services. And the bidding ended as a phenomenal situation. The New York were saying would be Tom Brokaw's worth to them in dollars to come to their network. His name, which is reputation that he earned, is worth an awful lot to a network. His name, which is worth an awful lot to a network. His name, which is worth an awful lot to a network.

A: It's going to be a long time before a woman anchors the nightly news. Q: How long do you think it will be before a woman anchors the nightly news?

A: It's going to be a long time before a woman anchors the nightly news.
Sociology Department

Convention provides training

By KELLI FLINT
Executive News Editor

A presentation on the sociological shifts in Latin America highlighted the seventh annual Sociology Research Convention Saturday in O'Shaughnessy Hall.

Visiting professor Otto Maduro of Maracaibo, Venezuela, discussed the "Changing Role of the Roman Catholic Church in Latin America," emphasizing the sociological shift in support from the "status quo" to the poor and oppressed, according to coordinator Donald Barrett.

Barrett added that Maduro said the "shift" in support is occurring all over Latin America, specifically in Brazil. The Latin American people are no longer supporting their governments, since the major concentration of power is in the hands of a few.

Many other universities have attempted to sponsor sociology conventions, but only seven or eight have proven successful, Barrett noted.

"Notre Dame was one of the first universities in the country to hold conventions," he said. "Now that the idea has caught on with other universities, we do not have as much claim to their participation."

Nearly twelve universities participated in the convention. One hundred and fifty students registered for eight sessions held.

Students each made a fifteen-minute presentation of their research, according to Professor Richard Lamanna.

There were three or four presentations at each session, followed by faculty and audience discussion. Session topics ranged from religions to "Gambling, Prisons and Violence."

The convention was "self-financed," in a sense, according to Lamanna.

"Students who attended from other universities paid their own way. The Sociology Department financed Notre Dame's expenses."

Lamanna noted that the convention provided good professional training for students.

"This is the thing one would do - report on one's research to one's professional colleagues," he said.

"Reports usually are presented in a similar fashion before publishing."

Summer art workshop organizes Tuesday

By ANNE MONASTYRSKY
News Staff

The Saint Mary's College Art Department is sponsoring "Redbud," the annual Summer Workshop this May 17-29 at Redbud Trail Camp, near Buchanan, Michigan. The two-week program is open to all Saint Mary's, Notre Dame and IUSB students and can be worth up to three credits in any of four workshops.

The department is accepting ten students from each class at a cost of $414 per student. The cost will cover tuition, room and board, and transportation.

The program offers intensive courses in four areas of art: drawing and painting, photography, pottery and sculpture, and mixed-media printmaking. No prerequisite is needed and non-art majors are encouraged to participate. The courses are designed to enhance the students' understanding of the relationship between nature and the arts.

Each of these workshops is conducted by faculty who teach these course during the academic year at Saint Mary's. The workshops include seven hours of daily instruction by the faculty along with an hour of discussion every evening.

The workshop also includes a field trip to the Michigan dunes where each workshop conducts a series of investigations based on this environment.

Redbud has been a success in the past years providing students and staff with a new perspective on nature and art. In future years the Art Department plans to expand this program to include more non-art majors.

The Timeless Tale Of Romance And Song In The Shadow Of Nazi Germany

Ora Jones as Sally Bowles Mike Kelly as Cliff Bradshaw Frank Gabrielle as the M.C.

Vocals by Anita Ramker Choreography by Colleen Quinn Conducted by Bob O'Donnell

Produced by Ed McNally Directed by Jeff Mousseau

ALSO STARRING: Raul Aportela ★★★★ Bridget Dolan ★★★★ Betsy Quinn ★★★★ Doon Wintz

APRIL 15-19TH WASHINGTON HALL

Featuring the Incredible Cabaret Girls : Tricia Joyce ★ Jacqueline Pagley ★ Molly Walsh ★ Carmela Esposito ★

+ Lauren Wolfe ★ Marie Von Feldt ★

Also Featuring: John Mosley ★ Margie Gans ★ Deanna Deary ★ Jim Sutherland ★ Ross Kilsart ★ Bill Boraczek ★

+ Bob Ferrin ★ John Davenport ★ Laila Makhalie ★ Barbara Rafako ★ Greg Raglow ★ Joe Rodriguez ★

+ John Sisto ★ Joel Teglia ★ Keith Woeste ★ Susan Moran ★ David Barber ★ Laura Simon ★

Tickets on Sale starting Monday, April 5th, at the Notre Dame Student Union Box Office and the St. Mary's Programming Office. Tickets are reserved seats only (the earlier you buy the better the seats will be ). Thursday, April 15 the performance is for Seniors Only-Senior Formal.

Produced through special arrangement with Thames-Whitmark Music Library, Inc.
The official beer of The Charlie Daniels Band.

BUSCH. Anheuser-Busch Inc. St. Louis, Mo.
In whom does Notre Dame trust?

When the Congregation of Holy Cross handed the reigns of the University to the Board of Trustees in 1967, a new view of education became clear: liberal studies were out; pre-professional curricula were in.

Paul R. McGinn

Roper Review

Men versed in management and engineering were courted for the presidency of the university and business-minded professors were once reserved for educators alone.

Composed of affluent businessmen and respected clergy, the Board boasts only one full-time teacher, Fr. Thomas Blanti, CSC, chairman of the history department. It seems ironic that Blanti’s seat was not granted in response to his classroom expertise but for his stint as vice president for student affairs some years back.

This obvious neglect of an educational body that maintains a foundation upon which intellectual pursuits fall to the pressures of achievements and gains.

Similarly, students are led to believe by the very presence of wealthy trustees that financial success leads to personal fulfillment.

A business course from Notre Dame almost guarantees a lucrative job and quick advancement while a few dollars (unless of course, one puts his arms and letters degree to use for law school.) Based on this moratorium criterion alone, many individual students opt for successful careers and forego true education.

What is it that so characterizes these money-centered desires of Notre Dame’s trustees and students? To a word - security.

It is money, which instead of providing frivolous entertainment, provides personal independence. This need for self-determination has so characterized the rough-and-tumble world of American business that a man depends on others or who looks beyond the good he is thought to be a fool.

A liberal education seeks not to put man in control of his life but helps him to understand how best to live with himself and how best to approach others.

The liberally educated man does not pretend to be wise or even to find answers, but daily plods along in the Christian faith, seeking the unobtainable but true.

Through this spirit of discovery, the educated man learns more of himself and his relation to society. Life becomes not a crossword puzzle to be solved, but a blank piece of paper awaiting questions, beliefs and emotions.

The liberally educated man comes to the realization that all of life’s experiences lie in a tangled mesh. Values cannot be separated according to family, friends, and business ties.

In this vein, liberal education strives to provide an awareness of life’s complexities by fostering interpersonal contact, by falling apart, by turning the one-to-one relationships that students foster a sense of purpose, perhaps Notre Dame students fail to take an insightful look into the realm of the unknown.

How many times it seems the words, ‘What’s the right answer?’ bring one to consider that students are only looking for the easy way out.

Seemingly few feel secure enough with themselves to be satisfied with the possibility that some questions do not have pat answers, or that many questions may never be properly considered.

Though I speak from a biased liberal education viewpoint, I do not mean to assert that equations provide frivolous data.

Far from that standpoint, I look to the pluralistic base of education incorporating science, business, and the arts to foster interpersonal contact, to provide an awareness of life’s complexities by fostering interpersonal contact, by falling apart, by turning the one-to-one relationships that students provide a philosophy of life.
Ping Pong sign-ups to start
An Tostal Ping Pong tournament registration will be held tomorrow from 7 to 9 p.m. on the second floor of LaFayette. Registration fee is $1. Dorm corsairs are invited to try their skills in the first campus-wide table tennis tournament in years. -- The Observer.

SMMC Softball team shut out
St. Mary’s softball team lost 6-0 to Evansville Saturday in the Indianapolis Tournament. The second game of the tournament was postponed. It will be made up this afternoon at 2 p.m., and the Beiles will take on Purdue. -- The Observer.

Derby favorite emerges
Timely Winner swept past Swan Gallant in the stretch and captured the Florida Derby Saturday in Hallandale, Fla. The victory made the three-year-old colt a Derby favorite for the 1982 Kentucky Derby, which will be held at Louisville’s Churchill Downs on May 1. - AFF.

Irish prospect honored
Trena Keys, Indiana’s Mise Basketball for 1981-82, will be among Notre Dame in the fall. The 6-0 Keys, who averaged 21.3 points per game for Marion High School last season, won the prestigious title Friday. She is one of 11 girls named to the team that will face all-star squads from Kentucky in June. -- The Observer.

The Observer will accept classifieds Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. However, classifieds to appear in the next issue must be received by 3 p.m. the day prior to print. All classifieds must be prepaid in either person or through the mail.
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Faust, captains honor Rockne

By CHRISS NEEDLES
Sports Editor

It was, indeed, a fitting tribute to a legend. Knute Rockne, the legendary Notre Dame football coach, died in a tragic plane crash in Bazaar, Kan., 51 years ago last Wednesday. And, ever since, on the Sunday morning closest to the anniversary of his death, his friends and admirers have gathered to remember him and celebrate his life.

The tradition continued yesterday morning with what has come to be known as the annual Memorial Mass and Breakfast. The celebration in South Dining Hall is now estimated at nearly 1,000.

The air in the cafeteria, which was located in the same building where the legendary coach was found, was very SAGA-esque, in reference to the acronym that symbolizes the legendary rockne legend, having portrayed the famous Irish halfback in the movies. The facilities were fitted with the crowd.

The 50-year tradition, and the man that it honors so well, was summed up in a message from President Ronald Reagan, who himself is a part of the Rockne legend, having portrayed the famous Irish halfback back George Gipp in the film Knute Rockne, All American.

Reagan called Rockne "a man whose transcended this himself in the remains of all of us."

The mass/breakfast is an annual event sponsored by the Notre Dame Club of St. Joseph County in conjunction with the Rockne family.

In Baltimore

CINCINNATI (AP) - The next 41 clubs are scheduled to play tomorrow, with six games scheduled in the American League and five in the National. AL games will be played at Texas at New York (Tanana v. Guidry), Boston at Chicago (Torre v. Burns), Cleveland at Milwaukee (Barker v. Vuckovitch) and Toronto at Detroit (Stieb v. Morris) in day games, and California at Oakland (F. Johnson v. Lyons) and Seattle at Minnesota (Biermann v. Redfern) at night. Baseball's newest stadium, the 54,711-seat Hubert H. Humphrey Metrodome in downtown Minneapolis, will be the site of the Mariners-Twins game.

In the NL Tuesday, Montreal is at Pittsburgh (Rogers v. Rhoden) and San Francisco at Los Angeles (Holland v. Reuss) in day games, while New York is at Philadelphia (Zachry v. Carlton), St. Louis at Houston (B. Forsch v. Ryan) and Atlanta at San Diego (P. Niekro v. Eichelleber) in night contest.

The Cubs, with a new general manager and manager, have one starter remaining from their 1981 opening day lineup. Buckner is back at first base, Steve Henderson in left field and Leon Durham in right field. Dallas Green, manager of the Philadelphia Phillies last year, now is the Chicago general manager, while the new field boss is Lee Elia.

Doug Bird, who had a 4-1 record last year, will be on the mound for Chicago, facing Cincinnati's mario Soto, 12-9 a year ago.

Like Chicago, Cincinnati will have a new third baseman. Vida Blue will be the catcher, Johnny Bench has moved from behind the plate to third base and Cesar Cedeno, Paul Householder and Cindi Hudlin will be in the outfield.

Baltimore Manager Earl Weaver, who will start an unrestricted left side of the infield, will open with Dennis Martinez on the mound. Martinez tied for the major league lead in victories with a 14-3 record during the strike-shortened 1981 season. He will be opposed by Dennis Leonard, 13-11 in 1981, who is expected to attract 50,000 to Memorial Stadium.

The orioles will have Cal Ripken, Jr. at third base and former second baseman Leo Sacra at shortstop.

The Orioles will open a fielding lineup that includes eight players who started for them in the 1986 World Series, the only newcomer being right fielder, Jerry Martin.

Orioles, Royals open AL play

U.L. Washington and the Kansas City Royals officially began their race for the pennant today in Baltimore. (AP Photo)

continued from page 8

W. Pius X, 4 pm

4:00 — Lick My Greasy Balls v RECON II
4:45 — Pete McDonald v Shoes Were Made For Stealin' and the NIT Bid
5:30 — Four Whalers and the Grabber v We'll That Come From Behind
6:15 — Who the Hell Are These Guys v Apastolic
4:00 — Doctors of Layup v Toxic Shock and the Grabber
5:30 — Four Awesome Guys v Coconuts III
6:15 — Nancy and Sluggo Suck Face v Beacher
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82-83 cheerleaders chosen

Notre Dame's cheerleaders for the 1982-83 school year were selected after tryouts were completed this weekend.

Paul Pineda, a senior engineering major who will return for fifth academic year, was elected co-captain. The El Paso native will be joined by Jojo Morrow of Indianapolis on the squad as Notre Dame representatives.

The 1982-83 cheerleaders traditionally make their collective debut at the annual Blue-Gold intrasquad football game—set for May 1 this year.

Peary sees first action for Irish in Texas Relays

Saturday's Texas Relays in Austin marked the start of the outdoor track season for Notre Dame, as well as the first varsity competition for highly-touted Van Peary, a freshman from Andrews, Texas. The Irish distance medley team was in second place after three legs of the race, but drifted to seventh as junior Jim Moyar ran a disappointing 4:14 mile.

Junior Steve Dziabis and freshman Pearcy and Tim Cannon, all ran very well. Dziabis posted a 1:51.9 in the 800-open, setting a season best. That should be fast enough to continue his march run successfully at the distance.

Dziabis qualified for the NCAA's in both the 800 and 1600-meter events indoors, but those distances are not run during the outdoor season. Pearcy's 47.2 400-meter run indicated that his knee is fully recovered from the arthroscopic surgery that forced him to miss the entire Irish indoor season.

His performance bodes well for both the track and football teams. Pearcy was injured during the football season, also, and this race in his home state was his first varsity competition for the University.

Head Coach Joe Plaine says he expects Peary to make an "extremely big contribution," to the Irish track squad. Plane adds that the addition of Pearcy will give the Irish a very strong mile-relay team. Pearcy, Eddy, Van Benden and Dziabis could break the school record in as soon as two weeks, says Plaine.

Tim Cannon, a Fort Wayne native, will return, along with another El Paso major from Chesterland, Ohio, Bob Yonchak, a junior business major from Bangor, Pa., and two freshmen from Indiana — Plymouth's Tom Morrow of Indianapolis and a Fort Wayne native, will be the only women — besides Laura Lewis, a sophomore in Mass Communication and I or Mass Communication or a double major in these areas should come to the departmental offices on the dates indicated for registration.

All CO TH Majors

Advertising & Registration
Mon., April 5-Senior majors-ND
Tues., April 6-Senior majors-SMC
Wed., April 7-Junior majors-SMC
Thur., April 8-Junior majors-ND
Tues., April 13-Soph. majors-ND
Wed., April 14-Soph. majors-SMC

FOR YOUR PROM... run, fun, tailoring, fit, poise, fashion, excitement, style, confidence, enjoyment and more... at the lowest prices in town... plus, you get your selection of colors! Check us out...

Tuxedo $37.50 Tails $41.50
(Shoes not included)

Chevron's Hair Design

19861 St. Rd. 23 South Bend,
call for appointment 277-1875

...Baseball

Year and Cy Young Awards
Milwaukee's Rollie Fingers, the all-time leader in saves with 272, could crack into that category as he tries to duplicate his brilliant 1981 season when he won both the American League Cy Young and MVP awards.

continued from page 12

The Irish baseball team shook their mild offensive slump yesterday and went on to down host Butler University 13-6. The Irish, their fifth in a row, raised Notre Dame's record to 7-6.

"I knew our hitters would come around," said Irish skipper Larry Gallo.

The Irish pounded out 13 hits on the day in battling the high winds and cold temperatures.

Dave Stanka helped to warm things up today, by going 4-for-4 with two RBI's and five runs scored, while teammate Chuck Tashc converted 4-for-5 with a 4-run, 4-for-4 with two RBI's and five runs scored.

The Irish offensive output was highlighted by doubles off the bats of Phil Dingle and Stanka, as well as singles by John Deasey, Rick Chrust, and Tim Ambrey.

That's when Mark Clementz hit a home run, his second this year, and the Irish jumped out to a lead in the top of the fifth, however, as they launched 8 hits together to plate five runs. The rally was highlighted by doubles off the bats of Phil Dingle and Stanka, as well as singles by John Deasey, Rick Chrust, and Tim Ambrey.

The Irish pounded out 13 hits on the day in battling the high winds and cold temperatures. Dan Stanka helped to warm things up today, by going 4-for-4 with two RBI's and five runs scored, while teammate Chuck Tashc converted 4-for-5 with a 4-run, missed hope for a game.

The 1982-83 cheerleaders were named after tryouts ended this weekend. Eight men and seven women made the squad. (Photo by Cheryl Ertef)
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The Irish pounded out 13 hits on the day in battling the high winds and cold temperatures. Dan Stanka helped to warm things up today, by going 4-for-4 with two RBI's and five runs scored, while teammate Chuck Tashc converted 4-for-5 with a 4-run.
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The Student Union Social Commission is now taking applications for the Social Commission Staff. This is a great opportunity to get involved in the S.U. the coming school year!

Call Dave Droulliard at 3181 or 239-7757
T.P.S. wins Bookstore opener

By BRIAN REIMER
Sports Writer

It was a chilly day for Bookstore Basketball as the 11th annual spring classic, which is now the world’s largest basketball tournament, opened yesterday afternoon. Talk Plenty S. (TPS) Again defeated It’s Only Emotional, 23-15, in the first annual Hall of Fame Game, which pits the tournament’s highest ranking team against a randomly selected opponent.

Tournament Commissioner Dave Dzedzic began the festivities with the traditional coin toss. TPS Again won the toss and waded into the water as the players scored the game’s first five points and led 11-1 at the half. A three-deep crowd surrounded the court and enjoyed the show, despite the frigid weather conditions.

Greg Bell and Tim Collins, winners of the 1981 Mr. Bookstore Award for being the best non-varsity athlete in the tournament, led TPS Again with six baskets apiece on identical 6-of-11 shooting performances. Stacy Toran and Mansel Carter, whose exceptional physical play last year won him the Golden Hatchet Award, each scored four. Clatter blocked six shots. Duane Dickens rounded out TPS scoring with one bucket.

Toran was pleased with his team’s performance and noted that “We play well together because we’re used to playing as a team.” Dickens claimed that “Our team is more serious this year. We don’t clown around as much as we used to. We definitely want to win the tournament this time.” Last year TPS lost by two points in the championship game. According to Collins, last year TPS was “pretty unknown as we made our way to the top. This year, everyone’s gunning for us. We’re going to be more serious. Given the weather today, and the fact that we haven’t played together in a year, I think we played a good game.” Bell, who made a great lay-up but missed two slam-dunks, added that “We’re having fun out here. We were a bit tight, recovering from some injuries, but we played well.”

Charlie Moore of It’s Only Emotional became the first candidate for the Hoosier award (given to the biggest gunner) with his 2-14 shooting performance. Steve Puzio also scored two points. Faustin Weber, who scored his team’s other point, said “It was fun. We had a good time. We had no illusions of winning whatsoever. When we saw the tournament brackets, I couldn’t help but wonder how we defied the 452-1 odds of meeting them in the first round.”

Weber, in the true Bookstore spirit, was able to find room for optimism in defeat. “We think that in spite of today’s big loss, we still have a shot at making the NIT.” Today, the first round will continue with a full slate of games on the Bookstore, Lyons, and Stepan Courts. Commissioner Dzedzic noted that “We opened this year’s tournament with a bang. I’m glad the weather cleared. This morning, when I inspected the courts, they were icy. I would like to stress that all the games will be played at their scheduled times, no matter what the weather conditions are. Though I hope the snow stays away.

We definitely want to win the tournament this time...